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Abstract 
Taper roller bearings are important part of gear reducers, and their work property affects behavior of the reducers. 
Pre-tightening of taper-roller bearings affects both meshing contact of the gears and lubrication between the rollers 
and raceways of the bearings. The influence is analyzed by finite element method in this work. Firstly, a finite 
element model of roller bearings is established by using Reynolds equation and considering the surface roughness. 
Then, Stress fields in the roller and the raceway are calculated by adding load and solving, obtaining the maximum 
stress and strain of the bearings. Finally, effect of the pre-tightening on the work property of the bearings are 
analyzed by the obtained the maximum stress and strain. 
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1. Introduction  
Stiffness of shafts supported by taper-roller bearings is increased by pre-tightening the bearings, 
improving contact of the gears on the shafts. But, increasing quantity of pre-tightening the bearings causes 
contact stress between the rollers and raceways to augment, affecting lubrication and work life of the 
bearings[1][2]. Therefore, controlling properly the bearing pre-tightening is important for the gear reducers. 
In this work, we consider the working condition of rolling bearing, building the mathematical model of 
rolling bearing’s lubrication. Effect of the pre-tightening on the bearing work is investigated by analyzing 
stress fields in the roller and the raceway. The stress fields are analyzed by finite element method and the 
maximum stress and strain of the bearings are obtained to predict the work life. 
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2. Tribology Model  
The rolling bearing’s work condition is complex, in order to simplify calculation, we make some 
hypothesis: 
 
x Film thickness of lubricant and pressure doesn’t change with time. 
x Contact problem of the rollers and raceways is simplified to equivalent line contact. 
x Assuming that the contact surfaces only is cosine form. 
Based on the hypothesis above, we can build the mathematical model of   rolling bearing‘s lubrication. 
The present work focuses on the steady state of rolling bearing and adopts the steady state Reynolds 
equation to simulate the oil film and pressure distributions on rolling bearing. 
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U is the density of lubricant, K is the dynamic viscosity of lubricant, h is the film thickness and p  is 
the pressure of film. 
The function of lubricant film thickness is: 
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in which, 0h is the rigid body’s distance . R is the equivalent radius of contact surfaces. )(xG  is local 
elastodeformation ,which is a function of pressure and location of contact point. 
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)(xS is the surface roughness of contact surface. 
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We adopt Roelands viscosity-pressure relationship to describe the influence of pressure on viscosity. 
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0K : normal atmosphere’ viscosity of lubricant. 
Density also has certain relationship with pressure, the function between density and pressure can be 
described like equation (6) 
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0U : normal atmosphere’ density of lubricant. 
Boundary condition of rolling bearing‘s lubrication is described as equations7~8: 
Inlet: 0,   pxx ni  (7)
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Outlet: 0,    
dx
dppxx end (8)
 All the equations above are the control equations for rolling bearing lubrication. In this text, we solve 
them using FEA method to simulate the lubrication condition of rolling bearing.  
3. Model of roller bearing 
 
Figure 1.  Model of taper-roller bearing 
 
Contacts between the rollers and the inner or outer raceway are line contact before the bearing is pre-
tightened and loaded. The line contact becomes surface contact after the bearing working. Size and shape 
of the contact area are related to the pre-tightening and load. The contact is simulated by finite element 
method in present work. And the contact area is divided into small meshes by using a large number of 
nodes to consider change of the contact state and to increase accuracy of the simulation calculation. Size of 
the meshes is smaller than 50% of the dimension of half axis in the contact ellipse. But non contact region 
is divided into large meshes to reduce the computational cost. Therefore, nearby areas where rollers contact 
with inner and outer raceways are divided by small size mesh, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Bearing material used for the numerical calculation is GCr15-YB9-68. Its density is 8.03kg/m; modulus 
of elasticity is 193GPa; Poisson's Ratio 0.29; the expansion coefficient 1.78×10-5. Finite element model of 
a roller contacting with inner and outer rings is established by solid 45 cells[5] to reduce the computation 
cost. In the Finite element model, cell number is 21192; node number 22184. Bearing outer ring is fixed 
and the load is applied on the inner ring. 
4. Calculations of contact stress in tapered bearings 
For pre-tightening of rolling bearings, applying different displacement along axial direction to the inner 
ring may generate different contact stress. In this work, 8 mP of axial displacement are applied to the inner 
ring for the bearing pre–tightening by the step-load method; 3923.3N of radial support force are exerted on 
inner ring; the axial force exerted is 45972N. The stress distributions in the roller, inner and router rings are 
calculated by using the above conditions, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 
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Figure 2.  The outside lane and the body rolling contact the stress curve 
 
Figure 3.  Contact stresses in the outer ring and roller 
 
Figure 4.  contact stresses in the inner ring and roller 
On the basis of the above conditions, rotation speed of 2000 r/min is exerted on the inner ring and the 
contact stresses are calculated. The stress distributions calculated are shown by Figs. 5 and 6. 
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Figure 5.  contact stresses in the outer ring and roller 
 
Figure 6.  contact stresses in the outer ring and roller 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.  The lane and the body rolling contact the stress curve 
Figure 7 shows that after the force of inertia taking into account, the contact stress 10% higher than the 
case without inertia force, so the main gear axle inertial forces at work can not be ignored. 
----inner with inertia      inner without inertia 
+--+outer with inertia  噝   outer without inertia 
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TABLE 1 THE MAXIMUM STRESSES CALCULATED UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS 
The applied load Maximum stress position maximum contact stresses(MP) 
Pre-load displacement 8 mP  Below contact surface  Inner ring and roller  8.38 Outer ring and roller 4.66 
Radial load 
3923.3N Below contact surface 
Inner ring and roller 693 
Outer ring and roller 385 
Axial load 45972 N Below contact surface Inner ring and roller 639 Outer ring and roller 355 
Pre-load displacement 8嘕 
Radial load 3923.3 N 
Axial load 45972 N 
Below contact surface˄Figs.  
3 and 4˅ 
Inner ring and roller 1320 
Outer ring and roller 735 
inertial force 
Pre-load displacement 8 mP  
Radial load 3923.3 N 
Axial load 45972 N 
Below contact surface˄Figs. 
5 and 6˅ 
Inner ring and roller 2000 
Outer ring and roller 1100 
In present work, contact stresses in the roller, inner and outer rings are calculated respectively under 
only considering the pre-load, radial load, axial load and including both all external applied loads and the 
inertia force. The maximum stress calculated for different conditions are summarized in Table 1. 
From the table, the contact stress produced by the pre-load is small; the stress caused by radial load is 
larger than one produced by axial load; the inertial force affects evidently the contact stresses between the 
roller with inner and outside raceways. Therefore, the inertial force of bearing rotation is taken into account 
when analyzing fatigue life of roller bearing.  
The contact stresses produced in the roller, inner and outer rings will change periodically when a 
rolling bearing works. The change can be analyzed by the software. 
5. conclusion 
From the above work, the following conclusions can be obtained:  
x The mathematical model can correctly simulate lubrication of rolling bearings. 
x Accuracy that contact stresses in rolling bearings are calculated by finite element method depends 
on the model grid size. Grid size close to the contact area is less than 50% of minor axis of the 
contact ellipse. 
x The finite element analysis not only gives the maximum and minimum shear stress in rolling 
bearings, but also shows positions where the stress concentrations occur. These are basis for 
predicting analyzing failure of roller bearings 
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